Reference code: GB165-0316

Title: Sir Denis Wright Collection

Name of creator: Wright, Sir Dennis (1911-2005) Knight

Dates of creation of material: 1978

Level of description: Fonds

Extent: 1 box

Biographical history: Wright, Sir Denis (1911-2005) Knight


Scope and content: TS edited extracts of letters and diaries covering his service as a British Vice-Consul in Romania and Turkey, 1939-1945. The extracts were finalised in February 1978 and were made from his ‘wartime letters and diaries’ and are arranged chronologically in chapters which have introductory notes.

Access conditions: Open

Language of material: English

Conditions governing reproduction: No restrictions on copying or quotation other than statutory regulations and preservation concerns
**Custodial history:** In the possession of Sir Denis Wright

**Immediate source of acquisition:** Given by Sir Denis Wright, 3 March 1997

**Location of originals:** With Sir Denis Wright

**Related Units of Description:**

In other Archives

- Bodleian Library, Department of Special Collections and Western Manuscripts: Majority of Sir Dennis Wright’s papers including his unpublished memoirs
- Wadham College Library: Copies of papers in *The National Archives* relating to his service in Iran

**Finding aids:** In Guide; Handlist